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FLAVOUR TAGGING IMPROVEMENTS AT HIGH-PT



TRAINING WITH HIGH-PT JETS



CALIBRATION FOR HIGH-PT JETS

higher statistics in single-lepton ttbar calibration compared to di-lepton 

di-jet based calibration should be also possible 

limited by the ability of fitting the flavour fractions 

CMS is doing this since Run-1 

various attempts within ATLAS



FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS?
Tagging b quarks at extreme energies without tracks 3

Figure 1. The “multiplicity jump” tagger works when a particle with a large lorentz
boost decays between two layers of pixel detectors. Shown here schematically is a
particle traversing a pixel layer from the lower left and decaying before the next layer,
causing multiple hits to appear. For this tag to be most e↵ective the particle should
decay into many daughter particles. B hadrons have this desirable property.

as an increase in the number of hits in a small angular region, defined as the area within

�R ⌘
p
�⌘2 +��2 < 0.04 relative to some pre-defined jet axis. The small radius is

close to the expected angular spread 2m/pT of the decay products of a B hadron with

momentum transverse to the beam, pT , in excess of approximately 300 GeV.‡ Such a

cone is too narrow for most calorimeters, but easily spans numerous pixels. The number

of hitsNj in pixel layer j, counting up from the innermost layer, is calculated by counting

the hits within the angular region. The (relative) multiplicity jump fj at layer j is then

defined to be
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Nj+1 �Nj

Nj
=

�Nj

Nj
. (1)

For example, fj = 1 indicates that there are twice as many hits in layer j + 1 than in

layer j. A jet is tagged as a b-jet if fj exceeds a value F for any pair of layers j and j+1.

It is worth noting that sequential charm decay can also generate a positive multiplicity

jump.

An absolute multiplicity jump was also considered,

�Nj = Nj+1 �Nj (2)

‡ �R < 0.4 and �R < 0.1 were also explored but did not achieve better separation.

at very high-pT 

b-hadron decay products get more 
and more collimated 

b-hadron mean decay length is 
longer than IBL and b-layer 

further improvements 

track classification to reject 
fragmentation tracks 

consider hits in addition to tracks 

VR track-jets with ghost-association 
for labelling and for track association 

double b-tagging for Higgs

some documentation 

standalone studies in arXiv:
1604.05036 and arXiv:1701.06832 

being investigated for FCC-hh - link

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.05036
https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.05036
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.06832
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2631478


USECASE: BOOSTED DI-JET WITH B-TAGGING PLUS ISR

ingredients 

double b-tagging with VR 
track-jets ghost-matched 
to large-R trimmed jet 

signal strength 
measurement of W/Z 

limits on Z’ as DM 
mediator 

limits on SM H



USECASE: BOOSTED DI-JET WITH B-TAGGING PLUS ISR

CR: VR track-jets failing 
the 85% WP 

SR: VR track-jets tagged 
with 77% WP 

similar shape of SR and 
CR predicted by 
simulation above 70 GeV 

fit of MC CR slices with 
QCD model + MC 
templates with fixed 
signal strength



USECASE: BOOSTED DI-JET WITH B-TAGGING PLUS ISR

analysis unblinded last week 

CONF note in the works for Higgs Coupling


